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The place from Beaufort offers 19 different menus and drinks on the menu at an average price of $12.6. What
User likes about Piace Pizza:

as a pizza lover, this is literally one of the best pizzas I've ever had. it is a beautiful thin pizza, but not paper thin.
the pfefferoni actually has a kick (with kick easy) on it. the soße was absolutely amazing and homemade with

hundreds of bursting aromes. they didn't pile the sauce like the pizza needed moisturizer. the bottom of the pizza
was slightly carburized, adding a delicious bitter note. not to mention... read more. The diner and its rooms are

wheelchair accessible and thus reachable with a wheelchair or physiological limitations, Depending on the
weather conditions, you can also sit outside and eat. What User doesn't like about Piace Pizza:

this is very busy pizza shop and a favorite among the locals. they have no vegan pizza, but offer a veggie pizza
that can be ordered without cheese on a gluten-free crust. alternatiw can add their own toppings. the veggie

pizza from the menu was really delicious and I had it together with the Greek salat (no feta and ask for balsamic
dressing read more. Tasty pizza is baked fresh at Piace Pizza in Beaufort using a traditional method, The

atmosphere also makes the eating of typical Western dishes and drinks an unforgettable experience. There are
also fine American dishes, for example, burgers and grilled meat, and you will find classic Italian cuisine with

classics like pizza and pasta.
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No� alcoholi� drink�
WATER

Past�
STROMBOLI $8.3

P�z�
VEGGIE PIZZA

Sandwiche�
THE VEGGIE

Topping�
TOPPINGS

Salad�
GREEK SALAD

SALAD

Desser�
CHEESECAKE

CRÈME BRÛLÉE

Popular Item�
8 THE PLACE ORIGINAL HOAGIE $9.9

THE PIACE PIZZA $19.8

Ingredient� Use�
FETA

CHEESE

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
PIZZA

SALAD

Restauran� Categor�
VEGAN

GREEK

DESSERT

GLUTEN FREE
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Opening Hours:
Monday 11:00-21:00
Tuesday 11:00-21:00
Wednesday 11:00-21:00
Thursday 11:00-21:00
Friday 11:00-21:30
Saturday 11:00-21:30
Sunday 11:00-20:30
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